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Quiet ing Inner crit ics
as the catalyst for unleashing potential

Authent ic  Conf idence
reclaiming your power, voice and influence

Heart-Led Leadership
and putting people first

Boundaries
and understanding the role they play

Personal Branding
how our narratives and stories build
relationships and careers

Personal,  vulnerable storytell ing

Authentic and relatable speaker

Practical,  applicable tips

WHAT TO EXPECT:MOST REQUESTED TOPICS:

WAYS TO ENGAGE:

INSPIRE YOUR AUDIENCE: 
Schedule a f it  call  with Tosca here

Keynote Speaker

Workshop Facil itator / Emcee

Community Host / Creator

“Insightful.  Gut wrenching in the best way.
Woke up my spirit .  Reminded me - I ’m

ready to be ME.” - S. Lambert

“This was a very inspiring and powerful
session. I  left the session feeling l ike I

could take on the world and with a new
outlook on myself and the way I wil l  speak
to and about myself from now on. I  cannot

wait to share what I ’ve learned with my
family and friends.” - A. Mcintosh

“The session made me feel a marked
difference in my capabilit ies as a leader.

The main take away from Tosca's
presentation for me personally,  was about
doing things on my terms, and accepting
the honest truths of what those terms are.
Feeling inspired and ready to go into my

week with new perspectives, and standing
firm on my values.” - T.  Lewis

https://toscadimatteo.com/media/
https://www.instagram.com/toscadimatteo/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/toscadimatteo/
https://toscadimatteo.com/contact/


Tosca DiMatteo is a keynote speaker, transformational leadership and
career coach, author and the founder of TOSCA Coaching and Consulting
LLC. She has the trained mind of a brand marketer and storyteller, who
makes her audiences feel inspired and compelled to take new actions.
Tosca provides real, actionable tips for how to unlock breakthroughs. She’s a
thought leader, blogger, and an expert on the topics of personal and
organizational transformation. Some of her most requested expertise include
changing our relationship with our inner critics, holding boundaries, leading
authentically and brand building. Tosca helps audiences feel empowered,
confident, and more at ease traversing new growth trajectories.

Tosca has worked as a brand marketing executive for Fortune 500
companies such as Unilever, Kimberly Clark, Univision, Pernod Ricard
(Absolut Vodka) and Wegmans Food Markets. Tosca knows how personal
transformation leads to career and business breakthroughs. Tosca’s track
record includes leading diverse, cross-functional teams and renovating
beloved global brands in highly competitive categories, as well as work with
small businesses and personal brands across a variety of industries.

Tosca is ICF certified. She lives with her husband and dog in Brooklyn, NY.

About TOSCA
INSPIRATIONAL SPEAKER | TRANSFORMATIONAL COACH | MBA
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